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Making the most of vacation time at the end of the year on
the warmest route across the United States
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Click here to read
David’s Complete Ride Blog.

The Southern Tier Bicycle Route is our shortest cross-country route and
offers a wide variety of terrain, vegetation, climate, and people all the
way across the nation from the Pacific to the Atlantic. The route is rich in
human culture and history — ranging from the Spanish and Mexican
influences in California, to the ancient indigenous pueblo cultures in
Arizona and New Mexico, to the imprint of the Spanish conquistadors in
Texas, to the bayous and French influences of Louisiana, to the Old South
of Mississippi and Alabama, to a four-hundred-year-old city in Florida.

Day 2: Alpine, California to Brawley, CA (123.4 mi &
6,160 ft elevation gain): Long day of hill climbing,
descending and then flat lands.

Sunday December 9, 2018, 123 miles (199 km) - Total so far: 168 miles (271 km)
Today was rather uneventful, just keep riding! Got in 123.4 miles and saw the Mexican
border but it wasn't Trumps's wall - another president built the wall here! The hills had
me in the lowest gear, riding at 4 mph for a long time. I am really tired and need to get
to sleep...
Why I Sleep in A Tent
Instead of a Bag

DAY 1 - Flying to San Diego and
half day start to the tour (45
mi & 3,015 ft elevation gain)
San Diego to Alpine, California
Saturday December 8, 2018,
45 miles (72 km) - Total so far:
45 miles (72 km)
The two hour process of
assembling the S&S coupled
bicycle began and finished on
the side of the baggage claim
area inside the airport.
Quick ride to Dog Park Beach and then I was started on the 3000+
mile Adventure Cycling Association, Southern Tier Route to Florida! I
was able to ride 45 miles (mostly uphill but with a great tailwind) until
8:15 in the evening. San Diego isn't flat!

Day 3: Brawley, CA to Arizona! (Dome Rock Road exit
off I-10) (101.5 mi & 3,261 ft elevation gain): First state
completed and about halfway through the first map!

Monday December 10, 2018, 102 miles (163 km) - Total so far: 270 miles (434
km)
Today started very flat, went into the mountains, back to flat, and then mountains
followed by crossing over into Arizona. Each of the flat areas in California are covered
with farming. Everybody wants to eat!
Colorado
River
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Day 4: Big push to get to my parent's house in Phoenix
(158.8 mi & 3,294 ft elevation gain): Near Quartzsite,
AZ to parent's house in Phoenix, AZ Tuesday December 11, 2018, 159

Day 6: Lots of riding on US60 & US70 to Safford,
Arizona (108.6 mi & 7,153 ft elevation gain): Big hill at
the start of the day.

miles (256 km) - Total so far: 429 miles (690 km)

Thursday December 13, 2018, 109 miles (175 km) - Total so far: 609 miles (981 km)

Today was a long day. After fixing the flat tire last night, I saw that there was a campground
around the corner. The flat tire was a sign that I needed to stop for the night so I only had 101
miles yesterday. I planned to get most of the way to Phoenix today and then finish in the
morning. The wind was a tailwind after Wickenburg and the road had a slight downgrade so I
ended up arriving at my parent's house by 9:30 pm.

I bypassed the Adventure Cycling route north through Usuary Pass and then Sunflower, Jakes Corner,
Pumpkin Center, and Roosevelt because I rode much of the route in a race when I was in college and it
wasn't easy. The direct route along US60 wasn't easy but it was shorter and had a tunnel.
I had the true Arizona experience on the ride today - a coyote ran across the road in front of me and then a
tumbleweed rolled beside me. Only a roadrunner could have added to the moment.The moon is starting to
cooperate with night time riding. The first night it was a new moon and now I have at least 2 hours of partial
moonlight before moonset. It should be a full moon in two weeks for the big ride across Texas.

Saw another bicycle
tourist for the fist
time today. Dad and
daughter are riding
from Phoenix to San
Diego. Lucky kid!

Day 5: Parent's house in Phoenix to the desert near Boyce
Thompson Arboretum: One day ahead of my original plan
Wednesday December 12, 2018, 72 miles (116 km) - Total so far: 501 miles (806 km)

I enjoyed seeing my parents, sleeping in a bed, and getting a shower last night! My Mom
volunteers at a charity thrift store that I got to visit when she went in to volunteer today
(didn't think to get a picture for the blog). My Dad and I were then able to do a couple small
repairs to the bike this morning and get back on the road to visit my sister at her office for a
little while. After starting out a second time, I was very happy to have a tailwind all the way
out of the Phoenix metro area. I rode for two hours after dark. Found a great campsite and
am ready to go to sleep!
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Day 7: Safford, Arizona to White Signal, New Mexico (101.8
mi & 5,725 ft elevation gain): Hills and headwind to the
third state and Continental Divide
Friday December 14, 2018, 102 miles (164 km) - Total so far: 711 miles
(1,144 km)
Today was another very long day. The accommodations last night at Sunrise Village Mobile Home and RV
Park were great. They make the recreation room a cyclist home at night. Heat, shower, indoor plumbing,
and a kitchen all to myself and only $10 per cyclist! I got going a half hour late in the morning and missed
the sunrise. I also forgot to mention the first dog chase of my trip happened last night. The dog was sneeky
- he didn't bark until he was right next to me and I didn't hear him coming. It really surprised me! Ghost dog!
Today I finished the second state and started into New Mexico. As was the tradition when I passed into
Arizona, I had a flat tire 5 miles into New Mexico. This flat was from a large thorn but then I also found two
goathead thorns from riding on the sidewalk yesterday.I am camping at the Ridge RV Park in White Signal
tonight. It is very cold!
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Day 8: White Signal, NM to Hillsboro, NM (72.6 mi & 6,616 ft
elevation gain): Short distance big climb
Saturday December 15, 2018, 73 miles (117 km) - Total so far: 784 miles (1,261 km)
Today started with a flat front tire. I patched the tube from yesterday and installed it. That tube went flat again so I
removed the tube, found another hole, and patched the hole in the tube. There was a very small wire in the tire that
took several searches to find with the tire turned inside out. Steel belted radial car tires shed very small steel wires
when they are worn out. My bike tire found one of these steel wires. Shortly after getting going, I saw a roadrunner too slow with the camera to get a photo!
I rode to Silver City, visited a bike shop for a tube, ate breakfast and lunch at the same time, and then visited another
bike shop because they had a Campagnolo sticker on the door and I needed a spare Campy derailleur cable. On the
way out of town I picked up a goathead thorn and flatted the front tire. Used the new tube from the bike shop to fix it.
Then the big climb began. It was very different from the other climbs on this journey because it seemed like every
time I went up there was a downhill to follow. My efforts were being wasted on these stairstep climbs instead of just
going up. I reached the 8100 foot (2470 meter) Emory Pass right at dusk and did the very long downhill ride to
Hillsboro in the dark. The very bright LED headlight has been lighting the road quite well. The downhill had no
stairstep and it went down fast with lots of curves. A coyote ran across the road in front of me at one point and I
decided to slow down in case of other wildlife. There is no cell phone reception at my location in Hillsboro but an
open Wi-Fi connection is allowing for the blog update. Pictures may be finished tomorrow due to the slow connection.

Day 9 Arrived in El Paso, Texas from Hillsboro, NM
following the Anthony Pass alternate (132.3mi & 1,979 ft
elevation gain): Map #2 of 7 completed on schedule! (4
days per map)
Sunday December 16, 2018, 132 miles (213 km) - Total so far: 916 miles (1,474 km)
Today was another long day but I had quite a bit of downhill and tailwind. Chili peppers, cotton and pecans were the
story all day!
The weather started out cold and I wore everything - 2 wool jerseys, heavy gloves, wool cap, wool neck gaitor, two
pair of wool socks and Gore Tex pants and jacket. Hour by hour I removed items as the weather warmed up. Then in
the afternoon late it started a drizzle of rain and I stopped and changed to rain gear.
After dark I was riding up a hill on the Anthony bypass route around El Paso and a truck slowed down and yelled
"coyote" to me. I had no idea what they were talking about. About 10 minutes later they drove up next to me and said
a coyote was following me up the hill. I never heard or saw it. Very weird.
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Day 10, El Paso, Texas to Allamoore, Texas (124.5 mi &
2,072 ft elevation gain): Great day with warmth and
tailwinds! Monday December 17, 2018, 124 miles (200 km) Total so far: 1,041 miles (1,675 km)
The day didn't start off very well, I had two low pressure tires and I found goathead thorns in
both tires and tubes. I am patching tubes tonight after blogging!
The route was very close to the border with Mexico again. At one point I saw a sign for a
border crossing and noticed the fence. Then about 5 miles later the fence ended. If you don't
like the border guard's decision, it isn't a huge walk to get around the wall.
Texas is living up to the wild west stereotypes, I saw two Roadrunners (no pictures because
they are faster than my ability to get the phone camera ready), a flattened coyote, and a
tumbleweed rolling down the road.

Day 11 Allamoore, TX to Davis Mountains State Park (99.8
mi & 4,899 ft elevation gain): Huge tailwind until the map
said to turn right.
Tuesday December 18, 2018, 100 miles (161 km) - Total so far: 1,140 miles (1,835 km)

Today was another great day of cycling. I had a gusting tailwind for the first 50 miles but part
of those miles were on I-10 and I got a flat rear tire. The little tiny invisible wires seem to be
kicked up by the front tire and imbed in the rear tire. There were 6 wires imbedded in the
rear tire but only 2 caused leaks.
The route turned right and I had a gusting crosswind for the next 26 miles. Then there were
24 miles of mountains to get to the McDonald Observatory and then to the Davis Mountains
State Park. It was shower and laundry time. Hopefully my clothes are mostly dry by morning.
I had light rain showers last night and in the late afternoon. Radar shows that the storms
have passed. Crossed through the second time zone of the trip today!
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Day 12, Davis Mountain State Park to Dryden, Texas (135.3 mi
& 2,853 ft elevation gain): Big tailwind and lots of downhill on
a beautiful sunny day!
Wednesday December 19, 2018, 135 miles (218 km)- Total so far: 1,276 miles (2,053 km)
This was a great day for bicycling in Texas! I had a strong tailwind for most of the day. The big
task for the day was to fix the rear derailleur cable and cable housing that stopped working
yesterday. I stopped at the Bikeman bike shop in Alpine. John, the owner let me use his tools
to install fresh cable housing for the rear derailleur. The brand new cable I installed in
Phoenix was completely jammed in the old housing with several strands popped loose and
broken. I also purchased and installed two inner tubes that are pre-filled with Slime puncture
sealant. The goat head thorn, nail, and wire problem should be resolved for a while.

Day 13, Dryden, TX to Brackettville, TX (133.3 mi & 5,163 ft
elevation gain): Long day with lots of tailwind and downhill
sections Thursday December 20, 2018, 133 miles (215
km) - Total so far: 1,409 miles (2,267 km)
This was another long travel day. I didn't see a cloud all day. It gets cold right away when the
sun goes down and it is hard to get out of the very warm down sleeping bag in the morning!
The bike and ride were great today. Day 2 of no more flat tires. This will be the last day with
an overall downhill route for a while. I started the fourth of the seven maps late this
afternoon in Del Rio. Exactly on track for finishing the journey to make the flight home on
January sixth!
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Day 14, Brackettville, TX to Lost Maples Campground (87.5
mi & 4,550 ft elevation gain): Lots of hills today and a huge
gap to the next campground
Friday December 21, 2018, 88 miles (141 km) - Total so far: 1,496 miles (2,408 km)
Several very steep hills slowed me down. Stopped at the first campground at dark due to a
general fear of camping with some hungry wild pigs. I saw many wild pigs during the day
today. No camping outside of a regular campground tonight! The next campground is 50+
miles away. There is a lot of Mistletoe on the trees. I don't remember ever seeing it in
nature. One of the downhills was steep enough to hit 45 mph (77 kph) today.
I had almost no cell phone reception today! Verizon doesn't like southern Texas.

Day 15, Lost Maples Campground to Johnson City, TX
(127.7 mi & 6,452 ft elevation gain): Lots of rolling
hills all day.
Saturday December 22, 2018, 128 miles (206 km) - Total so far: 1,624 miles (2,614 km)
The deer in Texas are crazy. I am seeing a carcass at least once per mile and

two times this evening they tried to crash into me. The first deer
assassination attempt was a group of 6 or 7 deer. Some of them ran behind
me and two were right in front of me. I believe the brake noise, solid red
taillights, and headlight that doesn't shine upward saved me from a hit. The
second time was a single deer. Texas needs more hunters!
I also saw another roadrunner. This is likely to be the last one of the trip and I
again missed getting a picture. It was very warm today 80°F! High clouds
appeared during the day. Thankfully radar shows nothing headed toward me.
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Day 16: Johnson City, Texas to Buescher State Park, Texas
(109.4 mi & 5,387 ft elevation gain): More rolling hills and a
crosswind
Sunday December 23, 2018, 109 miles (176 km) - Total so far: 1,734 miles (2,790 km)
Today was a good day for a bike ride! The wind shifted directions and was blowing from the
north so I didn't have a tailwind for most of the riding today. The first 3 hours of riding we're
difficult because I pushed to hard yesterday - the legs felt like Jello. I saw my first Armadillo
but it was flat and not especially photogenic.
I was able to meet up with Dwayne from home in Michigan and one of the blog readers that
recognized me from the pictures on this blog. It was a good coincidence that I was passing
through Austin at the same time that Dwayne was visiting his relatives in the area. The three
of us had a very good lunch at 24 Diner that was very close to Mellow Jonny's bike shop.
Bruce was kind enough to guide me along the Southern Tier route through Austin. Lance
Armstrong has his 7 Tour de France yellow jerseys are on display in Mellow Jonny's along
with a couple of his tour ridden bicycles.
Bruce said the hills will be done very soon but the chasing dogs will start. Then I had two very
agressive dogs chase me this afternoon!

Day18: Christmas ride from Navasota, Texas to Silsbee,
Texas (140.8 mi & 3,882 ft elevation gain): Made up for
some of the milage I didn't get yesterday.
Tuesday December 25, 2018, 141 miles (227 km) - Total so
far: 1,969 miles (3,168 km)
Today has been a very long day of bicycling. I started out earlier than normal and didn't
stop for lunch or dinner because all the restaurants were closed. Only the gas stations
were open.
The scenery in Texas changed again - most of the day today was pine trees and forest.
There was a slight breeze of a headwind during the day. Last night had gusting wind so I
was glad it slowed down. The entire day was cloudy and overcast which kept the
temperature very consistent. I am sitting in my tent right now at 11pm and I don't need to
get into the sleeping bag to stay warm. Every other night has been very cool to cold as
soon as the sun went down.
I had the front tire get low because of another small steel belted radial wire puncture.

Day19: Finally through Texas and at a hotel near Oberlin,
Louisiana (116.5 mi & 1,591 ft elevation gain): Lots of
headwind and rain all afternoon

Day17: End of map #4 of 7, Navasota, Texas (94.2 mi &
3,890 ft elevation gain): Headwind and crosswind for
most of the day.
Monday December 24, 2018, 94 miles (152 km) - Total so far: 1,828 miles (2,941 km)
I didn't sleep very well last night due to a very late camper arrival, train noise,

and truck noise. The hills for the last 16 miles of the ride through state parks
were rough on my legs. Today covered a new segment of Texas - oil wells
and oil drilling rigs. Jonny's along with a couple of his tour ridden bicycles.
Bruce said the hills will be done very soon but the chasing dogs will start.
Then I had two very agressive dogs chase me this afternoon!
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Wednesday December 26, 2018, 116 miles (187 km) - Total so far: 2,085 miles (3,355
km) The first 50 miles today finished the ride through Texas! Heavy rain started shortly
after entering Louisiana. The rivers and streams were all overflowing their banks. I continued
on to Oberlin and found no campgrounds and no hotels. Rode south for 5.5 miles to get to a
hotel. Thunderstorms and possible tornados are forecast for tonight and tomorrow morning.
There are 1,002 miles left in my journey according to the maps.
Today the rain ruined any chance of pictures in Louisiana with my cell phone.
It has been nice to not need the small (24 tooth=very slow) chainring during the ride today
and yesterday. The steep hills of Texas appear to be done.
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Day20: Oberlin to Chicot State Park campground (57.6 mi
& 318 ft elevation gain): Stayed in the hotel until the red on
the radar had passed! Tornado warning was a bonus.
Thursday December 27, 2018, 58 miles (93 km) - Total so far: 2,143 miles (3,448 km)
Today is turning into a rest day with lots of serious rain. Flexibility is important on bicycle
tours! I am very happy to have ridden the extra miles to a hotel instead of trying to find a wild
camping location last night. All my clothing, tent, and sleeping bag dried in the hotel.
I was able to get back on the road at about noon and then I stopped at the first campground
when I saw more rain approaching on radar. There were countless frogs on the road after
dark last night and tonight. Many of the frogs look like little rocks until they jump right when I
am about to pass them. The campground in Louisiana has mosquitoes! There have been
almost zero bugs everywhere else on the trip.

Day 21: Finished map 4 of 7 and then crossed the
Mississippi River (98.5 miles & 599 ft elevation gain):
Chicot State Park to Perry's Bike Hostel
Friday December 28, 2018, 98 miles (159 km) - Total so far: 2,241 miles (3,607 km)
Today was much drier riding compared to the prior 2 days. Louisiana is still very wet. Many of
the farm fields are flooded and the rivers are high.
My bike developed a creeking noise today that I will need to figure out. Bike noises are bad
and need to be fixed before catastrophic failures occur. (It isn't the S&S couplers - checked
them this evening.)
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Day 22: Completed Louisiana and started Mississippi! (121.6
mi & 4,258 ft elevation gain): Traveled from Perry's Bike
Hostel to Poplarville, Mississippi
Saturday December 29, 2018, 122 miles (196 km) - Total so far: 2,363 miles (3,802
km) Last night was the best night of the trip. Perry's Bike Hostel was a great place to sleep
(covered camping so my tent could dry out from the previous night's rain), private bathroom
and shower, no train noise, extremely friendly hosts with great hospitality. See Adventure
Cycling Southern Tier Route Section 5, Map 80 for details.
Today ended up being a longer day than I originally thought. It started raining in the late
afternoon after misting and sprinkling for much of the day. I got a flat rear tire and the Slime
didn't work until the stone was removed from the tire. I had to pump up the tire 5 or 6 times
before the sealant worked. I believe the rain and wet roads may have been preventing the
sealant from working. The flat farmlands of Louisiana ended when I crossed the Mississippi
River. The roads are now following the ups and downs left behind by glaciers.
No update on the creeking noise. I believe it has something to do with the front fender.

Day 23: Poplarville, MS to Wade, MS - 82.5 miles is the
Southern Tier map total.: Technical problems today! The
cell phone was dead shortly after leaving camp.
Sunday December 30, 2018, 82 miles (133 km) - Total so far: 2,445 miles (3,935 km)
Today was problematic. I am overly dependent on the cell phone for time of day, maps (for
navigating in the dark), GPS, music, weather forecasts, calling to arrange campsites, and
updating this blog. The power cord stopped working this morning when I tried to charge from
the USB power inverter and front dynamo hub. The phone died at about 9:30 am and I only
had one picture for the entire day. The route was mostly country roads and I tried three
different USB-C cords that didn't work. Finally at the small town of Wade, Mississippi there
was a big gas station with 2 amp USB-C charging cords and it worked! The phone came back
to life. I had been making sure the phone was protected from the rain during the past several
days but should have also kept the cords dry because the connector contacts corroded
inside the plug. I am also struggling with the loss of my bifocal safety glasses. I am only a few
miles from Alabama and will cross tomorrow morning.
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Day 24: Wade, Mississippi through Alabama to Big Lagoon
State Park, Florida (120.2 mi & 2,569 ft elevation gain):
Took the Mobile alternate because I didn't trust the ferry
to run with today's bad weather.
Monday December 31, 2018, 120 miles (193 km) - Total so far: 2,565 miles (4,129 km)
Today was a very difficult but rewarding ride. I got started right at sunrise and completed the
ride through Mississippi before the rain started. Then I arrived at the big decision point - ride
to the Dauphin Island ferry or take the Mobile Bay Alternate. I have been watching the ferry's
website for the past two days and they have been cancelling for rough water, fog, and debris
in the water. When I arrived at the intersection to decide which direction, there was a huge
rain storm rolling through. I decided to not risk the three hour ride to the ferry and I rode
through Mobile. Both options were about the same distance. The rain came in spurts for
most of the day and the wind was from the south. Much of the day was slow moving.
I stopped at Publix store. They had a large scale in the entry area.
Bike and me = 236 pounds. Me with all riding gear on = 163 pounds (I have lost some weight
on this ride) Bike = 73 pounds fully loaded with food and water.

Day 25: Finished map #6 of 7! (107.8 mi & 3,030 ft
elevation gain): Big Lagoon State Park to DeFuniak Springs,
Florida. Tuesday January 1, 2019, 108 miles (173 km) Total so far: 2,673 miles (4,302 km)
I got an early start and beat the sunrise but I wasn't very fast for the first several hours.
Today was the first day without any rain since the day I crossed into Louisiana. It gave me
some opportunities to clean parts of the bike, oil the chain, and oil the derailleurs. Yesterday
the rear derailleur wasn't shifting very well. If I could just remember all the stuff I have
already learned about bicycles, this trip would be easier! Three days of riding in very heavy
rain will wash all the lubrication out of the derailleurs. A few drops of chain oil on the 8
parallelogam pivots and the two main pivots fixes a sticking rear derailleur. I also forgot all
the basic stuff for problem free electrical wiring yesterday when I fixed the taillight wire. The
electrical connectors need to have a zip tie strain relief! One electrical connector
disappeared today. Thenkfully I was able to connect it another way and get back on the road
with both taillights functioning.
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Day 26: DeFuniak Springs to Tallahassee (127.7 mi & 3,400
ft elevation gain): Another great day for a bike ride!
Wednesday January 2, 2019, 128 miles (206 km) - Total so far: 2,801 miles (4,508 km)
Finally a day without rain! It was sprinkling when my alarm went off and then a few minutes
later it stopped for good.
Only a few pictures today.
Info mostly for other cyclists...
There haven't been any bugs (especially mosquitoes) on this trip until I got to Louisiana. The
bugs have continued into Florida and I was bitten several times yesterday evening while fixing
dinner.
The ants are also still going in Florida - no other place had ants. I found ants attacking my
handlebar bag to get the food crumbs this morning.
The dogs that chased me today were all very close to getting run over by cars. Not smart for
dogs to chase bicycles on busy highways with cars!

Day 27: Tallahassee, Florida to Suwannee River State Park
(83.8 miles & 2,131 ft elevation gain): Reduced miles
because of late start and not many miles remaining.
Thursday January 3, 2019, 84 miles (135 km) - Total so far: 2,885 miles (4,642 km)
Last night I stayed with Scott, the proprietor of Bicycle House. He was a wonderful host and
is doing some neat stuff for transportation in Tallahassee.
I don't have many pictures or much to write about today. It is getting very close to the end of
the trip for my flight from Jacksonville on Sunday.
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Day 28: Suwannee River State Park to Ocean Pond
Campground (60.6 mi & 638 ft elevation gain): Short
miles again today
Friday January 4, 2019, 61 miles (98 km) - Total so far: 2,945 miles (4,740 km)
Today I rode 33 miles and then took refuge at Five Guys in Lake City to allow a large rain
storm to pass. No need to ride in rain when I am about 80 miles from the hotel and airport
in Jacksonville for my return flight on Sunday. I received confirmation that the bicycle
suitcase arrived at the hotel this morning.
I am no longer on the Adventure Cycling Association Southern Tier route. Several other
commenters on this website have said US 90 which is also Florida bike route 90 is better
than the ACA route and I tend to agree. Going to St. Augustine would have added an extra
day of riding plus at least 4 hours of riding up to the Jacksonville airport.
The goal for tomorrow is to ride to Atlantic Beach and then ride to the hotel for a total of
97 miles.
The Slime filled inner tubes both failed to hold air today. The front tire had a wire stuck into
it this morning. I pumped them up at least 6 times each before I gave up and put the nonsealant tubes back in. I found that both Slime tubes were empty of the sealant juice. The
Slime must have leaked out through the larger puncture holes. I am hoping for one day
without wires, sharp stones, and thorns.

Day 29: Last day, dipped front tire in the Atlantic Ocean,
and rode to the hotel for packing to go home! (105.1 mi &
1,215 ft elevation gain): Ocean Pond Campground to
Fairfield Airport.
Saturday January 5, 2019, 105 miles (169 km) - Total so far: 3,050 miles (4,909 km)
Last day! The weather was beautiful. I left the campground a few minutes before sunrise.
The sky was clear and bright blue for a change. The best part is that the wind was blowing
from the West so I had a tailwind for most of the day. I arrived at the beach at about 2:00
pm - before the time I left the San Diego dog park beach 4 weeks ago.
During the ride to the beach, I got the last flat tire of the trip. The rear tire picked up a
piece of glass large enough to hit the fender and bounce around inside the fender. I was
hoping that the fender knocked the glass loose before it had punctured the tube. No such
luck. The bridge was very long and I didn't want to walk to the end so I patched the tube on
the 8 foot wide shoulder. I used both spare tubes yesterday when the Slime filled tubes
stopped holding air. The patch went on fast and I was back on my way in about 15 minutes.
The problem was the wind. As soon as I put the small cap for the glue down it tipped over
and rolled away over the edge of the bridge into the water below! I had nothing to cap the
glue with so I just put it away and hoped for no more flats for the rest of the ride.
Thankfully I made it to the hotel without any additional flats.
The bicycle suitcase arrived at the hotel yesterday and I am slowly disassembling the bike
and packing it. All the camping items are drying and getting ready for a final packing to go
home!

Tyring to Beach Access

Done!

Less Than 100 Miles to GO!
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Showrooms open by appointment
and also with limited availability.
10% discount on accessories for club members.
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